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The idea for this special issue originated at the Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced
Studies at the European University Institute in Florence, Italy. Following up on
discussions about our own research interests, but also believing that a greater focus
on the impact that China has, and will continue to have, on the process of European
integration, we put together a proposal for a workshop on this theme. We were pleased
that Prof. Brigid Laffan, the Director of the Robert Schuman Centre, welcomed the
idea, and we are grateful for the support that she, and her colleagues in the Global
Governance Programme of the RSC, have given us throughout this project.

The workshop took place in Florence in April 2016, and it was on the basis of the
pertinent presentations and engaging discussions we had on that occasion that we decided
to explore a possible publication arising from this workshop. Having approached the editor
of the Asia-Europe Journal, Dr. Yeo Lay Hwee, we were delighted to be offered the
opportunity to publish this special issue here and indebted for the journal for accommo-
dating our schedule to complete and submit the manuscript. AEJ is, we feel, an ideal outlet
for such a publication as it allows us to reach our intended readership in both Asia and
Europe, and to address both academic scholars and other stakeholders.

All contributions to this special issue underwent a double-blind peer review process,
and we owe thanks to the anonymous referees for giving so freely their time and
expertise when reviewing the papers, and to all the contributors for diligently address-
ing the comments from the referees, sometimes at short notice. We are also grateful to
several colleagues without whom this project could not have been brought to a
successful conclusion: At the EUI, Ms. Monique Cavallari did an excellent job to
ensure the smooth and efficient organisation of the Florence workshop, and at Maas-
tricht University, Ms. Shelly Tsui managed the peer review and provided the editorial
support which enabled us to submit the manuscript (almost) on time.

We hope that this special issue will be seen as a valuable contribution to an
important aspect of European, Asian and indeed global developments, and we look
forward to the reactions and debate that we expect it will stimulate in the future.

Maastricht and Florence, March 2017
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